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What is Artificial Intelligence?



PREDICTION:

Using information that you do have 

to generate information that you 

don’t have
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“Should we risk loss of control of 

our civilization? Should we 

develop nonhuman minds 

that might eventually 

outnumber, outsmart, 

obsolete and replace us?” 

“Should we let machines flood our 

information channels with 

propaganda and untruth?”

“Should we automate away all 

the jobs, including the 

fulfilling ones?”







Potential for a Productivity Boom?
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“Should we risk loss of control of our civilization? 

Should we develop nonhuman minds that might 

eventually outnumber, outsmart, obsolete and replace 

us?” 



“Should we develop nonhuman minds that might eventually 

outnumber, outsmart, obsolete and replace us?”

“If progress in AI cannot be halted, our 

description above suggests mechanisms 

that may ensure that humans can afford a 

separate living space and remain viable: 

because humans start out owning some of 

the factors that are in limited supply, if 

they are prohibited from transferring these 

factors, they could continue to consume 

them without suffering from their price 

appreciation.”



“Should we develop nonhuman minds that might eventually 

outnumber, outsmart, obsolete and replace us?”



“Should we develop nonhuman minds that might eventually 

outnumber, outsmart, obsolete and replace us?”







“Should we let machines flood our information channels 

with propaganda and untruth?”



“Should we let machines flood our information channels 

with propaganda and untruth?”

• The economics are more complicated than popular discourse 

suggests. Lots of big open questions. Little research to date. 



“Should we automate away all the jobs, including the 

fulfilling ones?”



Wrong question!





“Baumol (1967) observed that sectors 

with rapid productivity growth, such as 

agriculture and even manufacturing 

today, often see their share of gross 

domestic product (GDP) decline while 

those sectors with relatively slow 

productivity growth—perhaps including 

many services—experience increases. 

As a consequence, economic growth 

may be constrained not by what we do 

well but rather by what is essential and 

yet hard to improve.”



“There are really two 
separate questions: there 
is an employment 
question, in which the 
fundamental question is, 
can we find fulfilling ways 
to spend our time if 
robots take our jobs? And 
there is an income 
question, can we find a 
stable and fair 
distribution of income?.”



WHY MIGHT INEQUALITY INCREASE?





Computing and the internet increased inequality





MUST INEQUALITY INCREASE 

WITHOUT REDISTRIBUTION?



Introduction:

One group designed powerful machines 

that allow humans to perform previously 

unthinkable tasks, like programming robots 

for space exploration, while the other 

works to replace humans with machines, 

like the developers of artificial intelligence 

robots to perform the work of doctors and 

lawyers.

Conclusion: 

The solution to the contradiction inherent 

in AI versus IA lies in the very human 

decisions of engineers and scientists…who 

all have intentionally chosen human-

centered design.



A good start would be to 

replace the Turing Test, and 

the mindset it embodies, with 

a new set of practical 

benchmarks that steer 

progress toward AI-powered 

systems that exceed anything 

that could be done by humans 

alone. 





• Some of their writing suggests that they want to change the objectives and 

philosophy of the entire research field. 

• The underlying hypothesis is that if the technical objectives of AI research are 

changed, then this will steer the economy away from potential loss of jobs, 

devaluation of skills, inequality, and social discord following from this. 

• In this way, society can avoid what Brynjolfsson calls the “Turing Trap”, where 

AI-enabled automation leads to a concentration of wealth and power.

https://www.amacad.org/sites/default/files/publication/downloads/Daedalus_Sp22_19_Brynjolfsson.pdf








760,000 jobs for physicians and surgeons in the US in 2021

Earning a median income of $200,000/year

3 million jobs for registered nurses, with median income $77,600

Millions more pharmacists, physician assistants, and paramedics



“One worker’s automation is 

another’s augmentation. 

Automation of rare high value 

skills can mean augmentation 

for everyone else. Similarly, 

augmentation that complements 

the lucky humans with rare 

high value skills can mean 

increased inequality and a 

hollowing out of the middle 

class.”



• The first 50 years of computing contain many technologies that appear to be

intelligence augmenting, creating new capabilities and new products and services.

• The last 10 years have seen a rise in artificial intelligence applications, whose

inventors directly aspire to automate tasks currently performed by humans.

• The apparently augmenting technologies appear to have increased inequality.

• But one person’s automation is another’s augmentation.

• Perhaps the automating technologies will decrease inequality, depending on whose

work gets automated and whose gets augmented.



“Should we risk loss of control of 

our civilization?” Should we 

develop nonhuman minds 

that might eventually 

outnumber, outsmart, 

obsolete and replace us?” 

“Should we let machines flood our 

information channels with 

propaganda and untruth?”

“Should we automate away all 

the jobs, including the 

fulfilling ones?”



Open questions

• Will AI lead to a large improvement in productivity? 

• If it does, which forces dominate with respect to inequality? 

• What does equilibrium look like when fake images, sounds, 

and videos are easy to create?

• How soon, and under what circumstances, should we be 

concerned about market power? 
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